You’re invited to
take a seat

wıth kreul glass and
porcelaın paınt

The new style of hospitality celebrates the design
of self-painted cups, plates and dishes, boldly
experimenting with long-lasting glass and
porcelain paints. Styles are mixed, different
sizes combined, and special effects deliberately
highlighted. And colors set the tone. The influence
of gentle, “hygge” styles is noticeable where
matt-painted containers contrast with bright
and vibrant designs.
KREUL Glass & Porcelain Chalky, Classic and Clear
are colors for painting and designing heat-resistant
glass, porcelain and ceramic vessels as well as
terracotta and metal. They are baked at 160 °C
and are then water-proof and saliva-proof and
dishwasher-safe.
As Germany’s oldest artists’ paint factory, we rely
on experience and aim to create a sustainable
foundation for the future. Therefore, KREUL Glass
& Porcelain Chalky, Classic and Clear consist of
at least 60% sustainable raw materials of natural

Every color
a pleasure.
Gentle warmth is in the air. Relaxed laughter
sounds from the garden. Tasty food awaits you.
Friends and family come together and have a
good time. What fits better in this setting than
chalky colors, which combined tone-in-tone
form a stylish unity. Noble Nougat joins Navy
Blue and lends dishes and vessels a pleasant
touch. Light brush strokes, simple patterns and
surfaces create casual designs on glass and
porcelain.

Soft tones, chalky colors – matt KREUL Glass & Porcelain Chalky is available in 14 colors such as Cozy
Red or Volcanic Gray. They are creamy-opaque and dishwasher-safe. The colors are made from at
least 60% raw materials from a natural source.

Good morning
everyone.
A coming and going. A mix and match. Life is
colorful. The granola is healthy.
Our dishes? Our likeness. Our style? Bold and
varied. We come together from all over the world,
we are wild and wonderful. Just like our ideas.
Ideas for cups and plates and glasses and bowls.
Ideas for self-made things.

Intensive and reliable – the opaque KREUL Glass
& Porcelain Classic are brilliant and the first
color choice for DIY projects, because the optics
are reminiscent of glazed ceramics.
The 24 glossy-smooth shades dry quickly and
consist of at least 60% sustainable raw materials
of natural origin.

Colorful pattern mix in #EthnoStyle
Wanderlust, the yen to travel and exotic patterns. We bring the Mexican Spirit into our home and play
with color and light – summery light in transparent glass and porcelain paints.
The ethnic look is hip and seduces us with diamonds, tiles and the flair of foreign cultures. The
translucent tones of glossy KREUL Glass & Porcelain Clear allow sunbeams to shine through drinking
glasses and glass decanters. Delicate vessels meet rustic tiles and ceramic coasters in fiery Orange
and Mediterranean Turquoise. A touch of adventure, fata morgana and old handicraft patterns enters
our living rooms.

Filigree painting and contours – the KREUL
Porcelain Liner has a fine painting tip with which
slightly raised 3D effects can be applied. Allow
the contours to dry briefly before painting the
motifs with KREUL Glass & Porcelain Chalky,
Classic and Clear.

It’s gonna be a party!
Simply stunning – KREUL Glass & Porcelain
Classic in Gold, Gold Bronze or Champagne bring
metallic shine to your home. Super opaque and
highly shimmering, they can be applied easily,
can be perfectly combined with matt tones and
dry quickly and smoothly. The paints are
dishwasher-safe and consist of at least 60%
sustainable raw materials of natural origin.

When it gets wintry outside, we turn our home into a solemn and warm place. Elegant candlesticks,
unusual bowls and special glasses are part of every living room at Christmas time. And things are
allowed to get a bit more glamorous. It’s time for glossy metallic colors meeting soft tones and
transparent surfaces. It’s time for festive effects with stunning glass and porcelain paints.

Made with Love.
Homemade delicacies meet individual pieces of
jewelry. Your best friend’s wedding, the dream of
your own café or the delicious little tartlets – we
love homemade things. We paint mugs, glasses,
candy glasses and lanterns with matt and shiny
colors, decorate and design them romantically.
Curls, blossoms or charming writings are applied
with thin brushes and delicate tones. We don’t
just make things, we make people smile.

You want the border to be exact? The rose motif
should look like it’s printed? No problem: Simply
take the self-adhesive KREUL Flexible design
stencil of your choice and dab on the paint. Use
only a little paint and remove the stencil quickly.

Mix & Match.

Hip: Watercolor-like color effects
To dilute KREUL Glass & Porcelain Chalky, Classic
and Clear use the colorless KREUL Glass & Porcelain
Thinning medium. The colors are brightened up,
they run, and unique watercolor effects can be
painted.

Smooth or textured?
Depending on your taste, the KREUL Structure designer can be used to give smooth vessels relief and
texture. The cup or plate is simply painted over with KREUL Glass & Porcelain paint and baked on: the
creation of a designer piece for heart and hand.

Filigree motifs and angular shapes
If you find it difficult to draw fine lines with a brush, use the KREUL PorcelainPen brillant Contour
(Black, Art. No. 16412). The pen tip is only 1 to 2 mm wide and keeps its shape.

Good to know:
• The item you paint on must be heat-resistant, smooth, clean and free of grease: Clean it by
hand with detergent before painting – not in the dishwasher, so that no “pearl-off effect” is
applied.
• Do not paint the area used for eating / drinking, e.g. drinking rims, the inner surfaces of
cups and glasses or the cutting surfaces of plates that come into contact with food.
• Motif templates can be transferred in advance e.g. with KREUL Graphite paper
(Art. No. 23048). Alternatively, draw a motif by hand using the KREUL Drawing Pencil
(Art.-No. 8008). Do not paint over the pencil strokes. They can be wiped off after baking.
• For the paint application we recommend a soft brush, e.g. KREUL Red Sable imit.
(Art.-No. 7202..) or Pony Hair (Art.-No. 7229..).
• Do not dilute the paints with water, but with KREUL Glass & Porcelain Thinning medium
(Art. No. 16273). That way the adhesive force is retained after baking.
• As long as the pain has not been baked on, you can remove it from smooth surfaces
with water.
• Place painted objects in a cold oven. Bake the painted objects for 90 minutes once a
temperature of 160 °C is reached. Allow objects to cool and harden in the oven.
• After baking, your painting is water-proof and saliva-proof and dishwasher-safe.
• Bake at 160 °C for 30 minutes if you have used the paint in combination with
KREUL Porcelain+GlassPen Glitter and Glass ColorPen. In that case, the paint is only
conditionally dishwasher-safe.
• Brushes and tools can be cleaned easily with water.
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